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AB STRA C T
The adsorption of Cs and CsF on refractory metal surfaces has been studied
using a new emission scanning device. Experimental results are presented in the
form of thermionic emission display photographs and point by point work function
measurements. A definite correlation is shown to exist between crystal orienta-
tion and emission properties The effect of CsF is to shift the minimum value of
work function to lower surface to reservoir temperature ratio values. In transient
tests, exceptionally low collector work function values were obtained.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The thermionic converter has shown considerable promise as a means of
energy conversion. In fact for certain _nnl_=+_= ;+ =_-_o_ +^_^ *_- ^-,--
feasible means of conversion. The usefulness of the process can be increased,
however, if the emitter temperatures can be lowered and the conversion effi-
ciencies increased. One approach to improving performance in these respects
is the use of a so=called additive in the interelectrode space.
Several workers in the field have reported an enhancement of thermionic
emission in the presence of cesium vapor and compounds of cesium with
1
electro-negative elements. Langmuir observed this with cesium oxide,
Aamodt 2 reported on the effects of cesium fluoride, and more recently
3
Jester reported also on cesium fluoride.
Beginning in November 1962, Thermo Electron, under sponsorship by
the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory of the Air Force Systems Command,
conducted a one-year program aimed at determining experimentally whether
the lowering of the electrode work function in the presence of cesium halLdes
could be achieved in an actual thermionic converter and whether it would
result in an increase in performance for a given emitter temperature. The
4 .
results of that program were affirmative
I. I. Langmuir, D,. S. Villars, "Oxygen Films on Tungsten, " JACS 53
486 (1931).
Z. R. L. Aamodt, L. J. Brown, and B. D. Nichols, "Thermionic Emission
from Molybdenum in Vapors of Cesium and Cesium Fluoride, " Power
Information Center Conference_ December 6 and 7_ 1961.
3. "Electron Emission of Tungsten in a Cesium Fluoride Atmosphere. "
AIAA Conference Paper, Paris, France., August 1963.
4. S. S. Kitrilakis and J. H. Weinstein, "Additive Converter Studies, "
Technical Documentary Report No. APL=TDR=64-Z, USAF_ January
1964.
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The program reported herein was undertaken as a means of gathering
more detailed information on the effects produced upon electrode surfaces by
cesium plus cesium fluoride under various conditions of coverage. The
scanning type of device was used_ rather than a power-producing converter_
so that the relationship between surface characteristics and emission charac-
teristics could be observed. To enhance this portion of the work_ one of the
test surfaces used was monocrystalline tungsten. Polycrystalline molybdenum
characteristic of thermionic collector surfaces was also studied.
The experimental work :made use of work function scanners° which are
unique in that they allow scanning to be performed on surfaces which are in
equilibrium with the cesium vapor environment. Two types of scanners had
been developed at Thermo Electron. One is a photoelectric scanner suitable
for low temperatures_ where thermionic currents are small. The other is a
thermionic scanner for h_gh surface and cesium reservoir temperatures_
where thermionic currents are significant. One scanner of each type was
fabricated for this program after design changes had been made to accommo-
date the addition of the reservoir required to contain the additives.
For each test surface_ series of data in the form of photographs_ cross
scans and I-V curves were made at several combinations of cesium and
cesium fluoride reservoir temperatures. In a number of cases key runs
were repeated to check reproducibility and equilibrium. Non-equilibrium
tests were also performed.
More than 250 cross scans were taken covering surface temperatures
from 350°K to 1400°K_ Gs reservoir temperatures from 325°K to 475°K_
and additive reservoir temperatures up to 750°K. A sample group of these
cross scans_ as well as a sample group of emission photographs_ is shown
in Appendix B.
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CHAPTER II
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The ability of the thermionic photoelectric scanners to examine test
surfaces on a point-by-point basis has brought out new facets of the additive
behavior. Orientation of the surface grains apparently influences both the
time constants in the adsorption process and the final work function obtained
when equilibrium is reached. Uniform results in the application of additives
require that these factors be understood and controlled. A start in this
direction has been made through the study of activation energies and the
effects of grain orientation on work function.
The obvious correspondence between various techniques of surface
examination, shown in Figure If-l, underlines the success in the experi-
mental treatment of the problem and engenders confidence in the results.
This figure includes: (a) a photomicrograph, {b) an emission picture taken
with the thermionic scanner, (c) a cross scan, and {d) a diagram of the
crystal structure identifying the grains.
Specific experimental results of the program fellow.
1. The presence of the additive resulted in non-uniform emission
from a nominally single=crystal tungsten surface which exhibited
uniform emission in the presence of cesium only. This is
graphically illustrated by Figures 11-2 and II-3 and documented
in Chapter VI.
2. The cross-scan experiments showed that the non-uniformity
over a given surface seldom exceeded 0.2 volt. (See Chapter VI. I
II-1
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3. The introduct_en oi additives causes a shift of the important work function-
vs-T/T D dependence to lov_er values of T/T_ This is of extreme impor-
1
tance to improved converter performance° Figure II-4 illustrates the
change. (See Chapter VI.)
4o Figure II-4 also shows evidence that the adsorption of additive on the sur-
face is characterized by long time constants and the existence of equilib-
rium conditions not always easy to attain, A detailed discussion of the
equilibrium problems is contained in Chapter VIIo
5. The nature of emitting surfaces resulting from various thermal and chemi-
cal treatments has been defined and is discussed in Chapter VIII0
60 As clearly shown by Figure II-l_ a definite relationship appears to exist
between grain orientation and cesiated work function° Again_ Chapters VI
and VIII provide considerable discussion and experimental evidence to
support this conclusion_
7o The operation of a thermionic electrode in a cesium_only environment has
been thoroughly explored and documented02_ 3 _4 5
i0 The molybdenum data ___ this flgure was obtained under Contract AF331!657)-I0130
with the Air Force Aero Propulsion Laboratory Research & Technology Div0 ,
Air Force Systems Command_ Wright-Patterson Air Force Base_ Ohio (see
Report No° APE TDR_64_2)
Zo S0 S0 Kitrilakis M0 Ec Meeker a_d N0 S0 Rasor Annual Technical Summary
Report for the Thermionic Emitter Materials Research Program_ 1 July 1961
through 30 June 1902 Contract NONR-3563(00}_ Report No° TE2-63 prepared
for Office of Naval Research Power Branch_ Dept_ of the Navy, Washington, Do Co
3. A. Shavit and S0 So Kitrilakis_ Third Annual Technical Summary Report, "Effect
of Electrode Configuration on Thermionic Converter Output Characteristics,"
March 1963 - March 1964 Contract AF19(604_-8453, Report Noo TE7-65, pre-
pared for Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories_ Office of Aerospace
Research_ Bedford_ Mass°
4. N. So Rasor_ "Correlation of Emission Processes for Adsorbed Alkali Films on
Metal Surfaces" J0 Appl: Physo, Vol 35_ No° 9 pp0 2589-Z600, Sept° 19640
5° Go Miskolczy et al_ _ Final Technical Report_, "Emitter Crystal Structure Study/'
February 1964 Contract No_ 950338_ Report No_ TE36-64_ prepared for Jet
Propulsion Laboratory_ Pasadena° California°
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The rmique correlation between the surface work functzon _, and the
surface-to-cesium-reservoir temperature T/T R has also been well
documented. The use of an additive, in this case cesium fluoride,
has been shown to chan_e the nature of the correlation so that a
unique relationship between ¢ and T/T R no longer exists. This
result was anticipated and is certainly logical. It was hoped that
the data derived from this program would allow the nature of the
additive effect to be documented sufficiently to allow a new corre-
lat-on to be developed_ and investigations were performed in an
attempt to confirm the expectation that the ratio T/T A would act
as a parameter to establish a series of similar-shaped curves in
the _-vs-T/T R plane. Unfortunately_ the experimental difficulties
encountered, especially obtaining equilibrium at operating con-
ditions, prevented this goal from being realized. Gonsiderable
additional work will be required before the parametric relation=
ship of the additive effect can be delineated.
Item 3 above defines the primary and most interesting effect of the
additive from the point of view of the converter designer. Many converter
applications could be more effectively met if the collector could be operated
at a higher temperature, making more effective use of the heat rejection area.
This would result in a less weighty converter, which is of obvious benefit to
operation in spacecraft.
The observed shift of the minimum work function with respect to the
value of T/T R appears to furnish an additionaldegree of freedom to future
converter designers, which may a11ow them to vary collector work function
over some useful range without changing collector temperature.
II-3
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Finally, the experiments have revealed that_ under transient conditions,
the additive can reduce the collector work function to lower values than have
been maintained in the equilibrium case° and there is the possibility that further
experiments will enable those low values of collector work function to be
stabilized. Such a result will have a very substantial effect upon the future
performance of thermionlc conversion systems.
II-4
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a. Photomic r ograph. 
b. Emission Picture  f r o m  Thermionic Scanner. 
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C .  C ross  Scan. 
d. Diagram of Grain Structure.  
F igu re  11- 1. Correlation of Vzrious Surface Examination Techniques. 
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F i g u r e  11-2. Display Photo (No. 6). 
T = 1280°K, T ~ z 4 2 5 O K  
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Figure 11-3. Display Photo (No. 21) 
T= 1280°K, T -425OK, T =520 K 
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CHAPTER III
THE THERMIONIC SCANNING DEVICE
The ihermionic scanning device uses strong magnetic fleids to prevent
radial flow of electrons in a converter-like structure. This, in effect,
makes +_'°_.._,_v, '_";_ _,,e-d,,**_._u,=_. ,_t;-u_ring regions on the emitter
surface are thus isolated from one another as far as the current flow into
the plasma is concerned. Emission patterns on the surface are then
reproduced at the collector and can be examined point by point. Operation
with surface temperatures up to 1400°K and reservoir temperatures up to
520°K is achieved. The data is plotted against T/T R, thereby extending
its range of usefulness.
A. Principle of Operation
The elementary scanner shown in Figure III-I releases electrons from
the heated emitter, and with an applied accelerating field from emitter to
collector, a glow discharge is produced in the cesium vapor. A strong
magnetic field (B) in the direction parallel to the general flow will confine
the electron paths to small-radius helices extending from emitter to cel-
lector. If the emitter is non=uniform, the same pattern willbe present in
the current reaching the collector because of the collimating effect of the
magnetic field. A small diameter hole in the collector allows electrons
to pass through and impinge on an auxiliary collector or probe to produce
an output current. Changing the direction of the field by the addition of
orthogonal fields B and B will deflect the helices so that the probe will
x y
in effect see a different portion of the emitter. In this manner the entire
face of the emitter may be scanned. Surfaces to be tested are mounted as
the emitter of the scanner test vehicle.
IIl_1
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B. Test Vehicle Design
The magnetic scanner test vehicle design is shown in Figure III-2.
The test surface (1)_ is mounted opposite the main collector (133 14)_
• with the surrounding space inside the shell (8) filled with cesium and
additive vapor. There is a hole of approximately 3 mils diameter in
piece (13) through which the scanned electrons pass to strike the probe
or auxiliary collector (15). The chamber between the probe (15) and the
main collector (14) is maintained at very low cesium pressure by direct
cooling of the probe with water or liquid nitrogen. Any vapor passing the
hole is immediately condensed and the work function of the collector
remains relatively high_ reducing stray emission from the heated col-
lector to the probe. A sapphire window (17) is provided for visual
observation of the discharge and the deflections.
Operating conditions in the tube are controlled by adjusting the
temperature of the various elementso The test surface_ mounted at the
end of a thin wall spacer (3) to reduce heat 1osses_ is heated by electron
bombardment from a source filament connected to posts (30). Side
emission is reduced by the action of an electrically floating shield (4).
Temperature is measured either by viewing a blackbody hole in the side
of the test surface through the sapphire window_ or by using a thermo®
couple spark welded to the back of the emitter. The window may be
calibrated for losses by observing a filament inserted in the vehicle with
the emitter removed. Collector temperature is controlled by a balance
between the power applied to the heater (27) and conduction to a water_
cooled sink through rods (24). A thermocouple hole in the bottom of (14)
is used to monitor the temperature. Cesium and additive pressures are
controlled by adjusting the temperature of their respective reservoirs in
III_2
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a manner similar to the collector heater. Vapor from the reservoir travels
through tube (Z0) and into the chamber. The tube illustrated is the one for
the additive. The cesium tube contains a small orifice which will restrict
the flow of the very-low-pressure additive vapor without affecting the high
pressure cesium vapor.
Leadthroughs {11) and (1Z) form a vacuum-tight seal while e!ectrica!!y
isolating their various members by means of the ceramic rings (10). To
prevent the condensation of vapor, the rings are thermally isolated from
the cold probe {15) by the Kovar cup {ZZ). An extra guard ring {19) is
included in the lower leadthrough to aid in reducing electrical leal_ge to
the probe. Because of the small currents involved, it is essential that
the probe works into a relatively high impedance.
The test surface structure may be removed by grinding off flange (7)
and removing the entire unit. The assembly may then be replaced by
rewelding at flange (7).
A picture of the partially assembled test vehicle is shown in Figure
111-3. On the left is shell {8) with the sapphire window mounting and
flange (7) visible. The upper and lower leadthroughs as well as the
collectors may be seen in the subassembly on the right. Since the probe
hole piece (13) has not been mounted, the auxiliary collector is visible
inside the main one. At the bottom is its Kovar cup (22) and cold sink
connection.
Figure ILI-4 is a photograph of the complete device and mounting
hardware. Visible in this figure are: the output lead {11), emitter
radiator (Z 1), body shell (31), sapphire window (4)0 probe connection
and cooling strap (5), collector heater {6), additive reservoir (7), and
the base plate {8). Thermocouples protected by ceramic tubes are provided
111-3
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for measurement and control of the probe_ additive and cesium reservoirs,
shell_ and test surface temperatures. The base plate supports the tube and
contains leadthroughs for all the wires except the output lead_ which is
brought through a top plate to m_nimize the diameter of the upper section
of the tube.
C° Deflection System
The magnetic fields required for collimation and deflection in the scanner
are created by three sets of electrical coils oriented on orthogonal axes about
the test vehicle. A schematic of this arrangement is shown in Figure III_5.
Because of the defocussing effects which occur at the higher cesium pressures,
large magnetic fields are required to produce good definition in this pressure
range, and a compact coil and test vehicle structure is therefore necessary to
counteract the very rapid fall=off of field strength with distance. The coils
are wound from flattened copper tubing to provide si:multaneously for water
cooling and a favorable space factor. The main collimating field is generated
by the tubing wound around the upper Vycor. The turns near the window have
been spread to provide a clear v_ew. Figure III_6 shows the device under
vacuum with the deflection coils in place. They are potted in epoxy resin to
ensure mechanical rigidity and connected in orthogonal pairs to provide a
rectangular scanning patterno Each coil is composed of two windings of
flattened copper tubing_ with parallel water feeds and series electrical
connection. The discharge in the tube is observed through the central hole
in one of these coils.
Power for the ma_n or coll_matlng field coil is obtained from a field
rheostat_controlled_ :motor generator set. This source is capable of over
400 amperes° To reduce interference_ the high current to this coil is
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electrically isolated from the other circuits. The x deflection coils are
powered from a programable dc supply, controlled with a sawtooth voltage
obtained from the display system. A reversing switch is used to scan both
emitter halves. About I000 watts at 80 amperes is used to produce a maximum
field of 600 gauss. Power for the y coils is obtained from the 60 cps power
line through the step-down transformer. The current amplitude is controlled
by a variable autotransformer in the primary. A variable phase output is
provided for the display system to assure synchronization.
The fully developed magnetic scanner has performed quite well and has
proven to be a most valuable tool for research in cesium vapor converters.
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SCANNER REFERENCES
Reference S-I Emitter Crystal Structure Study_ Final
Report on JPL Contract No. 950228_
February 1964.
Reference S-2 Solar Energy Thermionic (SET) Conversion
Development Program - Task Ill0 Monthly
Progress Report for November 1964p JPL
Contract No. 950671.
Reference S_3 Thermionic Converter Life and Repeatability
Investigation, Technical Report AFAPL-TR-
65-17_ Gontract No. AF33(615)-1348.
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CHAPTER IV
PHOTOELECTRIC SCANNING DEVICE
the details of the surface work function variation. The device operates with
cesiated surfaces but at low temperatures and pressures (surface temperature
up to 900°K and reservoir temperature up to 360°K) where the thermionic
currents are small and ignition effects do not occur. While these conditions
are not similar to those found in thermionic converters_ part of the collector
temperature range can be covered and the surface behavior, unperturbed by
plasma effects, can be examined. In addition, work function changes produced
by varying Cs or CsF coverage can be determined.
A. Principle of Operation
A metal surface subjected to a beam of photons of sufficient energy to
overcome the work function barrier will emit electrons_ thereby producing
a current dependent on the incident photon energy and the surface work
function. Sweeping a very small area high intensity light beam over the
metal surface w_ll thus produce a photocurrent which is a function of the
work function variation over the surface. Because of the low photoelectric
yield, the device is limited to low electrode temperatures where thermionic
currents do not mask the photocurrent. It should also be noted that this
device determines work function only on a relative scale, since absolute
values of work function can be determined photoelectrically with constant
surface temperature only if a monochromatic light source is avaL!able. The
problem of developing such a source with sufficient intensity to be useful for
this work was beyond the scope of the program. The analytical techniques
which are used to convert this relative information to a more useful form
will be described later in this report.
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B. Test Vehicle Design
The photoelectric test vehicle is shown in Figure IV-I. The test
surface {I) is exposed to the light beam through the brazed=in sapphire
window (18). Emitted electrons are collected by the ring (15), suspended
over the surface, to produce the output signal. Wires (16) connected to
ring (15) ensure that electrons from all portions of the surface have about
the same path length and are subject to the same collection efficiency.
Operating conditions are controlled in a manner simf_lar to that des-
cribed for the magnetic scanner. The shell {8_, however_ is cooled through
the radiator {6) to a water cooled sink. The additive restricting orifice is
mounted in the tube (19) which connects to the cesium reservoir. It should
be noted again that_ because of the restriction caused by thermionic currents,
the operating temperatures in this device will be much lower than those in
the magnetic scanner.
The leadthrough {10) for:ms a vacuum tight seal while electrically
insulating and shielding the collector {15). A guard ring is also provided
(20), Proper temperature for the leadthrough is maintained by conduction
from the shell (8).
Grinding off the weld on flange 17) allows the removal of the test surface
structure for cleaning or replacement.
Figure IV-2 is a photograph of the emitter structure which consists of
the molybdenum test surface with three notches filed in it for orientation
purposes_ the tantalum sleeve which supports it_ and a radiator. The body
shell with the collector leadthrough and guard ring is shown in Figure IV-3.
In Figure IV-4, the test surface can be seen through the sapphire window,
and Figure IV-5 shows the device mounted on the test stand under vacuum.
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The cooling coil and electrical shielding are visible through the glass. The
coil at the top of the bell jar is used to counteract the magnetic field of the
heaters. The cesium and additive reservoirs are on opposite sides of the
tube, below the cooling coil.
C. Deflection System
The deflection system contains the light source and optical components
necessary to form the very=sma11_area spot, as wellas the equipment
required to deflect this spot over the test surface area. A schematic of
this system is shown in Figure IV=6. The light source is a high-pressure
mercury or xenon arc lamp. These lamps furnish a small_area_ very
intense light source, rich in the high-energy ultraviolet portion of the
spectrum. Typical figures for brightness and arc size are: for mercury,
140,000 cd/cm Z and 17 mils; for xenon, I00,000 cd/cm 2 and 15 mils.
Light from the lamp is gathered by a concave mirror and focused on a
2-rail diameter aperture_ the object for the optical system. The image
on the test surface is formed by a sapphire lens mounted in front of the
deflection system.
Two mirrors mounted on moving-coil galvanometers reflect the light
beam onto the test surface. The firsts or X mirror_ responds to a saw=
tooth output from the display system. The Y galvanometer._ mounted to
deflect orthogonal to the X, follows a 20-cps sine wave. These galva=
nometers are driven by special amplifiers_ providing centering and
amplitude controls so that any desired area of the test surface may be
examined with the beam. A phase control in the sine._wave circuit allows
synchronization of the galvanometer deflection with the display system.
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D. Signal Circuits
Because of the small active area and low photoelectric yield, the output
signal from this device is very small and special precautions must be taken
to maintain a usable signal_to=noise ratio. Extraneous signals arising from
ambient light conditions and amplifier drift are eliminated by mechanically
chopping the light beam near the source aperture and using a low-noise ac •
preamplifier for the resulting modulated photocurrent output. Since the photo-
current behavior _s similar to that ofa constant_current source, maximum
output signal is obtained with a high=impedance load.
The chopper used for these experiments consisted of a 200=tooth ano-
dized aluminum gear mounted on the shaft of a ball bearing dc motor.
The resulting current was sinusoidalin form, with a frequency of approxi=
mately I0 kilocycles. Slight adjustments in chopper speed were required
to eliminate beat effects with stray 60oocycle fields and with the 20=cycle
sweep rate. Variations in surface work function appear as amplitude modu-
lation of the 10-kc carrier signaLand hum balance coils were used to
counteract any stray power=line frequency interference. A high=pass filter
with a cut-off frequency about 200 cycles reduced noise at the preamplifier
input. Any additional filter,_ng of the carrier resulted in a severe loss of
resolution due to the reduction of bandwidth. An estimate for the bandwidth
necessary can be determined as follows:
The Y direction sweep is sinusoidal with an amplitude of A/Z cm and
a frequency of 20 CpSo The velocity of the beam at any instant is thus
d/dt(A/2 sin 2_ x 20t) or 20rrA cos 40rrt. At the center of an area Acm
wide, 40rrt = 0, rr_ =_nrr and the beam velocity is thus +20_A cm/sec. To
resolve two spots 10 mils or 0.25 mm apart with A =: 0.5 cm requires a
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rise time of about 20rrx 0.5 = 0.8 millisec. The precise value depends
upon the characteristics of the phosphor and the desired contrast. The
bandwidth required for amplitude modulation of a carrier by a pulse of rise
time t is given bv:
r
BW _ 1/t
r
In the present case the bandwidth is approximately 1.2 kc. With the carrier
frequency of 10 kc the bandwidth becomes more than 10% of the carrier
frequency° greatly restricting the filtering allowable to reduce the noise. The
required signal-to-noise ratio is a function of the picture quality acceptable
and the number of sweeps per picture. In these experiments a ratio of about
two to one seemed necessary. For the cross-scan experiments where the
fast sweep is not used additional filtering may be incorporated.
As the surface temperatures are increased, the thermionic currents
emitted introduce two limitations on the usefulness of the device. The
first and most important is the shot noise produced. If the signal current
is of the order of 10 -9 amperes_ the mean square noise current is given by
2
I = 2qlB
where: q is electronic charge; 1 total current and B bandwidth in cycles;
2
i is the instantaneous noise current. The value of i must be of the order
of 10 -18 amp 2. With a bandwidth of 2 kc, as determined above, the
thermionic current limit will be about 1.5 ma, corresponding to a maximum
surface temperature of 900°K at a work function of about 2 eV. The second
restriction arises because of the shunting effect of the reduced dynamic
impedance resulting from the thermionic current flow. This impedance
represents an additional load on the photocurrent and thus reduces the
available output.
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CHAPTER V
TEST PROCEDURES AND INSTRUMENTATION
Since one of the obiectives of this program was to obtain data which would be
useful in the design of future thermionic converters, it was essential that these
experiments be conducted under steady-state conditions. Transient phenomena,
while furnishing important clues to additive behavior, must be carefully sepa-
rated from those intended to simulate the long-term behavior of converters°
These considerations required that equilibrium conditions be established in the
devices before the experiments were conducted. The factors forming the signifi-
cant criteria that equilibrium had been established were: the stability of the Cs,
additive, collector, and emitter temperatures; the repeatability of a series of
tests; and the presence or absence of any hysteresis effects when the elements
in the device were heated or cooled The instrumentation necessary to maintain
these temperatures and record the data from the test vehicles was centralized in
a single unit, the display system_ While steady-state temperatures were rapidly
reached and readi]y stabilized in the photoscanner, the thermionic scanner with
its high temperatures, changing magnetic fields, and large e!ectrlcai energy
transfers often presented difficulties in this process: The operatlng procedures
and instrumentation used with each device are described below m greater detai1_
A. Display System
The display system performs both temperature control and output functions
for the two scanners_ It contains heater power supplies which power and regu_
late the element temperatures in the test vehicle and which may be used with
either scanr_ero The output equipment provides amplifiers and display devices
which interpret the signals from the scanners and, with the aid of sweep drive
voltages, synchronize the display with position on the test surface°
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B. Heater Controls
The cesium_ additive, and shell or collector heater supplies are each low=
voltage_ variable=autotransformer_-adjusted, ac supplies° An on-off temperature
controller with a thermocouple sensor mounted in the heater structure regulates
the average power input to produce the desired temperature° The cesium and
additive heaters can operate up to l0 amperes at 12 volts, and the collector
heater can put out 20 amperes at 36 volts.
The test surface is heated by electron bombardment° A well filtered high-
voltage dc power supp_ly furnishes the bombardment current of up to 750 mA at
1000 V, while the fi_[ament is heated by an adjustable low-voltage ac supply
capable of 50 amperes at 10 volts° Manual control of the power input is satis-
factory for this operation°
C. Output Equipment
There are two modes of output presentation available: sweeping, in which a
portion of the emitter is scanned in two directions producing a "map" or display
picture with brightness corresponding to emitted current density_ and cross_
scanning_ in which scanning takes place in one line only across the test surface
and the waveform of the resulting voltage is displayed° Quantitative determina-
tions of current can be made most easily by calibrating the cross_scan amplitude
with a known signal,
In the sweeping mode, output signals from the test vehicle_ after passing
through a Z-axis amplifiers are applied to the intensity grid of a kinescope tube°
At the same time synchronous scanning of the test surface and kinescope takes
place, producing a one.oto-one relation between the surface and display. The X
sweep is controlled from a sawtooth generator contained in the output equipment,
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while the Y sweep is driven by a properly phased sine-wave signal originating
in the scanning equipment° Brightness of the resulting map is adjusted by the
intensity control of the kinescope, and contrast by the gain control on the Z_axis
amplifier. Photographing the display, after setting the brightness and contrast
to match the film being used, provides a permanent record of the test surface
emission patterns.
The cross-scanning mode uses only one scanning direction, the other sweep
being shut off° Amplified output signals from the test vehicle replace the unused
sweep on the kinescope_ If the intensity modulation is left on_ the output level
corresponding to "black" in the display picture can be determined° In most
cases, because a more stable display resulted and because of power supply re-
quirements_ the high-speed sine-wave sweep was used, and the sawtooth genera-
tor was replaced by adc supply to al!ow the cross scan to be taken at any de_
sired location on the test surface. A known constant-current source connected
in parallel with the test vehicle output provides a calibrating signal for the cross
scan which compensates for variations in gain or leadthrough resistance° Ac-
curate records of the results are obtained by connecting an X-Y plotter in place
of the kinescope. Either the sawtooth sweep or a sampler with the high-speed
sweep must be used to reduce the rate to one suitable for the servo in the plotter°
A block diagram of the display system is shown in Figure V_I. On the dia_
gram the connections to the scanners are shown as switches, but in actuality they
are plugs to allow portabilityo At the lower right is the deflection equipment with
its power supplies, drivers, and phasing controls° On the left are the signal
components including the calibrating generators° In the upper center is the
kinescope with its X_ Y and 7. amplifiers. Also shown here are the sawtooth
generator and the blanking generator which is used to b!ank the retrace of the
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sine wave, thereby increasing the resolution of the "map" by eliminating from
the display any phase shifts caused by transit time in the devices. The reversing
switches which enable scanning either half of the thermionic test surface are in-
dicated. Also indicated are connections for the cross-scanning mode.
Appendix C contains detailed diagrams showing the point-to-point wiring for
each scanner in each mode of operation.
The output oscilloscope is a Hewlett Packard 130C which has been modified
to provide external ground_._.evel outputs from its high-gain dc vertical amplifier.
This amplifier now functions as the Z-axis amplifier° Adc coupled intensity-
modulating input, necessary because of the low-speed sweep in the thermionic
scanner_ is provided through a connection to the unblanking circuit. To replace
the original vertical amplifier, a Tektronix Type 59 preamplifier is connected
directly to the deflection plates_ and provides its own centering and gain control.
A negative--going 30=volt output from the sweep generator_ which has been ar-
ranged to operate independently of the horizontal amplifier, serves as the saw-
tooth generator for the system. Additional power supplies have been connected
to energize these added components. The major modifications are shown schema=
tically in Appendix Co
D. Outgassin$ and Charging
When construction of the test vehicle had been comp]eted_, it was helium
leak-checked and connected to the outgassing fixture. A getter ion pump attached
to the additive tubulation evacuated the device, while the tube elements were
heated to higher temperatures than were expected in use. The Cs was sealed in
a glass capsule contained in its tubulation_ and the CsF in a special capsule in
the additive tubulationo Pumping was continued until a pressure no higher than
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lO _6 tort was reached, and there was less than an order of magnitude improve-
merit upon _cool_ng, The Cs capsule was then cracked, and after the pressure had
recovered the pump was pinched off below the additive capsule° Heating the cesium
capsule region-to 220°C for 5 hours distilled the Cs into the device° Pinching off
the Cs tubulation to remove the glass capsule prevented contamination of the test
vehicle during testing; The device was then mounted on its test stand and was
ready for use.
Since testing with-pure cesium had to be accomplished before re!easing the
additive, a special cesium_resistant additive capsule was required° The capsule
used in both scanners consisted of two pieces of 3/16-inch copper tubing brazed
to a short piece of molybdenum tubing° One piece of copper was pinched off_ and
several grarns of ce_ium fluoride_ handled in dry atmospheres were placed in the
capsule. After outgassing at 125°C until a low pressure (10 .6 tort) was obtained,
the copper tube at the other end was pinched off. Molybdenum tubing is very
brittle and may be easily fractured inside the additive tubulation when the cesium
fluoride is to be released. A photograph of this capsule is shown in Figure V-Z.
E° Thermionic Scanner
The steps required to conduct a series of experiments with a given test sur_
face will now be detailed.
1, The test vehicle is warmed up to near the desired Cs_ additive_ test sur-
face and collector temperatures°
2. A discharge is ignited by applying an accelerating dc field which biases the
main diode into the emission-limited_ i0 eo saturated, portion of the J=V
curveo
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. The cesium reservoir temperature is varied over a small range to ensure
that the reservoir controls the Cs pressure in the test vehicle. Because
of the additive_restricting orifice in the cesium tubulation, there is a long
response time of the device to reservoir temperature changes_ particularly
at low pressures°
. Time is allowed for stabilization of the element temperatures under the
conditions of main current flow. A multipoint recorder monitors these
temperatures and their variation.
5. If necessary_ the heat input is adjusted to maintain the desired operating
conditions.
6. A few JDV curves for both the probe and main diode are traced to ensure
operation in the emission_limited region. These curves are compared
with other saturation data obtained from converter-type experiments to
establish their validity.
7. The main collimating magnetic field is energized and its effect on the dis-
charge observed visually through the sapphire window. If collimation is
satisfactory, the sweeping fields are energized and their action also ob-
served.
. Since the application of the magnetic fields has probably disturbed the
energy balance in the tube, the heater power input is readjusted to re-
establish the desired steady-state conditions.
9. Data can now be taken in,the form of either cross scans or display pictures
with confidence that the tube is operating in a stable uniform manner.
I0. A new emitter temperature is then established and stabilized by regulating
the heater powers and a new set of data can be obtained.
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In a similar manner, a wide range of surface and reservoir temperatures
may be investigated subject to certain limitations at both high and low current
densities. As the main diode current density decreases_ the current reaching the
probe through the small hole becomes comparable with that arriving from the
collector area opposite the probe body, and, since this current is also deflected,
it appears on the display picture as a darkening of the central area. Further-
more, slight changes in collector temperature cause an exponential variation in
this current/ and result in severe drifting of the total probe current. When the
high-additive-pressure tests are conducted, the high collector temperature re-
quired to maintain the pressure further aggravates this situation. An estimate of
the limiting current ratio can be obtained by considering the relative areas of the
probe hole and the interior collector area, a ratio of 1.35x10-6:1.
At high currents there is a significant energy interchange taking place be-
tween the discharge and the tube elements, and, since the current is in turn de-
pendent on element temperature, the device will be unstable in the region where
the discharge energy is a significant fraction of test surface input. These condi=
tions occur near the work function minimui-n on the T/T R curves. The special
test equipment described below was developed to permit stable operation in this
region.
A reduction in the average power dissipated in discharge may be achieved
through a pulse technique° If the accelerating field is pulsed to the saturation
value with a low-duty-cycle source, the heating effect will be reduced, and the
currents will still be emission-limited during a short period sufficient for meas-
urement purposes. If the cross scan is taken using the slow sawtooth sweep the
accelerating pulse may be free-running and a sampling_type technique used to
maintain the cross-scan amplitude for the X-Y plotter between pulseso Most of
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the data taken uses the fast sweep which occurs at the line frequency; therefore a
similar sampling method must be used to slow the effective speed for proper
operation of an X_Y recorder, By synchronizing the sampling pulse with the
accelerating pulse and varying the phase of the two pulses with respect to the
60-cycle line_ a complete plot of a cross scan can be obtained on the X=Y re=
corder. Figure V-3 shows the J_V curve of the tube and indicates the pulse
voltages. The curve is entirely in the power-absorbing quadrant because of the
wide spacing. Figure V o4 illustrates the pulse and sample timing°
The accelerating pulse period corresponds to the b0=cycle sweep frequency_
so that ignition always occurs at the same value of magnetic field. A delay of
0. 8 millisecond between the start of the accelerating pulse and the sample time
is provided to allow the discharge to stabilize and any turn-on transients to decay.
The sampling pulse opens the sampling gate for a period of about 50 micro_
seconds to record the sweep field and probe current at that time°
Figure V-5 shows a typical cross scan as it appears on the oscilloscope.
The vertical sweep in the figure is derived directly from the 60=cycle deflection
coil voltages, while the horizontal signal is obtained from the probe current_ Dur=
ing the interval between accelerating field pulses_ only spurious currents such as
those emitted from the main collector reach the probe_ and the resulting base line
forms a zero reference° When the main discharge is ignited_ the current from
the test surface reaches the probe and appears as the current pedestal in the
photograph. Figure V,_5 is included here to demonstrate the timing and ampli-
tude of the measuring current pulse. This type of observation is used as a moni-
toring technique while pulsed cross-,scan data is being obtained, The scope trace
itself is not used as data ,
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A block diagram of the instrumentation is shown in Figure V_6. A General
Radio 1217B Pulser, synchronized to the line frequency through an adjustable
phase shifter, provides the primary pulse source° This source drives the ac-
celerating voltage gate and also triggers the sampling gatesin the "waveform
translator" through a trigger generator, X and Y signals for the recorder are
taken through the sampling gates from the sweep and from the amplified probe
current. Oscilloscopes monitor the tube voRage and cross-scan signals, One
interesting aspect of the pulsing is its strobing effecton the discharge_ which
renders the high-rspeed sweeping action visible through the sapphire window,
The ozdy current density restriction on the usefulness of the device arises at
the low=current end of the scale; that is, at high surface temperatures where
there is insufficient energy to overcome the work function barrier. There is an
additional limit on the maximum Cs pressure allowable, due to the defocusing
effect resulting from Cs interactions. Stronger magnetic fields, if available,
may be used to extend the capabilities of the device°
F. Photoelectric Scanner
The only problem in reaching steady state with this device is that sufficient
time be allowed for the heat flows to become stabilized, Once the device and
instrumentation has warmed up, data may be taken° However, because of the
restriction in the cesium tubulation, a period of about an hour is required for
changes in Cs temperature to produce equilibrium pressure in the device.
Signal-level limitations in this device depend greatly on the ability to obtain
very high leadthrough resistance, high values producing a better signal-to-noise
level and finally better resolution. However, the thermionic noise limit which
depends upon the relative currents is not affected. Useful data can be obtained
up to temperatures where the shot noise becomes important.
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The calibrating signal in this device is applied by reflectzng the chopped
light source onto a photocell connected in parallel with the output from the scan-
ner. The amplitude of the calibrating signal compensates for changes in light
source intensity or leadthrough resistance_ reducing any drift problems.
Go General Procedure
Because of the long time period required to equilibrate the Cs pressure,
most runs were made with constant Cs reservoir and varying test surface tem-
peratures; thus it was not necessary to force a large amount of Cs through the
restricting orifice in the tubulation. Each run consisted of a series of cross
scans covering the range from low to high temperature and reverse until the low
current limits were reached° To maintain equilibrium, only slow changes were
made between steps and an equilibrating period of 15 minutes was allowed before
taking a scan° A few display "maps" were taken to illustrate the general surface
patte rns0
During the initial tests_ the CsF was contained in a special sealed capsule_
allowing the test surface to be evaluated with Cs onlyo This data was then com-
pared with results observed on converters and also serve_l as a reference for the
additive experiments° The capsule was then cracked to release the additlve into
the test vehicle° Additive pressure could then be controlled by varying the reser-
voir temperature° A series of runs similar to the initial ones was then made with
each of several reservoir temperatures.
Appendix B contains a selection from the original curves and a list of the
conditions at the time the data was obtained. For the tungsten data,, which proved
to be the most useful for studying the effect of the additives upon surface emis-
sion, runs 1-77 are for the cesium-only case_ runs 78-185 are for cesium plus
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cesium fluoride after short soaking times, and runs 186-231 are for cesium plus
cesium fluoride after long soaking periods° (For the sake of brevity_ we have in-
cluded in Appendix B only a selection of typical curves which are significant to
and at Thermo Electron. )
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CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. General
LKox-,_,aLIo. f_-om Lhe _a..i.g devices is obtained in either of two forms: a
cross-scan plot showing the current amplitude along a single line across the test
two-dimensional area on the surface. The display photographs, Figure VI-I, for
example, are extremely useful in identifying the overall features of the surface
under examination, and in perceiving the dependence of emission on the local
features of the surface as defined by metallurgical examination° However_ quan-
titative measurements cannot be obtained from such photographs, For this pur-
pose, the single-line cross scans are far more suitable° Figure VI-2 is typical
of a series of cross scans, each of which is obtained by scanning along a single
chord on the face of the test piece. The designations "0," "40" and "60" are
used to identify the three chords scanned. On the same figure; a calibrating sig-
nal is also recorded (lower line of Figure VI-2) to allow comparison between
cross scans, or in some cases an absolute determination of emitted current den-
sity.
B. Methods of Data Analysis
Analysis of the test surface and additive behavior is based on the calculation
of work function and its variations with position or temperature° The two tech-
niques used in this work are: the construction of T/T R plots_ which relate work
function to the ratio of surface temperature to Cs reservoir temperature and
l
which can be compared with the Rasor theory predictions; and the computation of
i. Rasor, N. S0, & Warner, C°, J. AppIo Phys., Vol0 35, No° 9, Sept° 1964.
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distributions which illustrate the percentage of surface area having given work
function values. A typical calculation of a T/TR-VS.-_ plot for each of the scan-
ners will explain the reduction of cross-scan data to work function information°
Thermionic Scanner Typical Calculation
Figure VI-2 shows several, cross scans at each of three different locations on
a (ll0_ tungsten test surface at a temperature of 1060°K, a Cs reservoir tem-
perature of 425 °K and no additive present° Let us choose point "A" on cross
scan "0" for this example. The relative current at this point is given by the am-
plitude of the curve and is 71 graphical divisions. The calibrating current_
which is identified graphically as the number of divisions between the two lines
marked "Calibration" in Figure VI-2, has been previously determined to be
0. 65 _Ao Thus_, the actual current at point "A" can be calculated. Dividing by
the known area of the collector hole (4. 6xl0 -5cm 2) gives the current density
through the hole. Repeating this procedure for cross scans covering a range of
surface temperatures gives the values shown in Table I0 The surface tempera-
ture and current density substituted into the Richardson equation give the effective
work function of the cesiated surface:, assuming the current is produced by satu-
rated thermionic emission and all of the current in the hole area reaches the
probe. These results are plotted in Figure VI-3. Similar plots were made for
different additive and cesium reservoir temperatures.
tric
Photoelectric Scanner Typical Calculation
Figure VI-4 shows a cross-scan plot produced from the photoelec-
scanner° In this case_ the calibrating signal, is the output of a
VI-2
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TABLE I
Scan
No.
61
59
57
55 ;_
53
T
oK
8OO
855
930
1060
1200
Z
-R
oK
425
425
425
425
425
T/T
1o88
2. 02
2.19
2. 52
2, 84
Ampl.
Div.
20
160
244
71
30
_°
Ampl.
Div°
44
12
13
13
45
Rel.
Amp1.
0. 455
13,3
18.8
5.46
0. 666
J
A/cm 2
.006
, 174
• 245
o 071
.009
q
volts
lo 60
1, 48
lo 58
l. 96
2. 45
Cross Scan Noo 55 is shown in Figure VI-2.
Other cross scans will be found in Appendix Bo
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standard photocell, onto which the beam used to scan the test piece is
directed. Relative current for a series of similar plots may be cal-
culated, but before this data can be translated to work function, the
physics of this relationship must be considered°
Figure VI-5 is a plot of the relative electron current emitted by
a surface of work function _ (indicated on the energy_;cale_whenphotons of
a given energy strike this surface° It may be observed from this figure
that photons of energy less than _ willnot result in electron emission,
while photons of energies slightly greater than _ will yield a given num=
bet of electrons independent of the actual photon energy (as a first
approximation)° As the energy of incident photons increases further,
the actual number of electrons yielded decreases. For oz_.rpurposes,
however, we can assume that photons of energies less than @ yield no
electrons whatsoever, while all photons greater than _ yield the same
number of electronso This assumption is shown by the dotted straight
lines in Figure VI-5o
In the photoscanner experiments, a xenon lamp was used, and the
characteristic of this lamp is shown in Figure VI-6. This figure is a
plot of the relative number of photons versus the energy level. The
curve of Figure VI-6 has been integrated and plotted in Figure VI-7
as the relative number of photons which have energies greater than
E electron volts, Based on the assumption of Figure VI-5 and the
relationship shown in Figure VI-7, we can state that the currents
yielded by the incident photons will vary with the work function of the
surface within the range of 1. 2 to 4° 3 eV. Surfaces with values less
than 1. 2 electron volts will emit the same amount of current, no
matter what their work function, when this light strikes them_ while
VI-4
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surfaces of greater than 4.3 electron volts will emit no current at all_
Between these limits_ the relative current may be approximated as
i 4.1
L
I 4.1 -_
max o
where $o is the minimum work function at which the relative current
I is obtained_ and i is the current at the work function _o A sur-
max
face having a work function of 3. 5 volts will emit half as much as that
emitted by a surface having a work function of 2o92 electron volts_
since 20% of the incident photons have energies greater than 3o 5 elec-
tron volts_ and 40% of the photons have energies greater than 2° 92,
Figure VI-8 shows a plot which relates relative photocurrent to
T/TRo This plot was obtained from a point A on cross scans PMI
through PM8_ which are so designated in Appendix B0 The actual
value of the relative current (I) at each point is calculated by dividing
Io by I (see Table II)0
Figure VI-8 shows that the current at point A ri_es as the sur-
face temperature (T) is increased until a maximum is reached, Fur-
ther increases in surface temperature then cause a decrease in the
current. The shape of this curve is essentially the inverse of the
relationship of the surface work function _ and indicates that _ goes
through a minimum at the T/T R ratio where the current goes through
a maximum° This relative current plot can be translated into normal-
ized work function by choosing a value for minimum _ (in this case the
value of I. 3 eV, which is roughly the minimum value observed on
molybdenum collectors) and using the relationship of the above eq_aation
to determine the values of _ for each data point° In actual calculation
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of the values of _ the values of I were taken from the curve of Figure
VI-8 at the values of T/T R of the data points. These values of I are
listed in column 8 of Table IIo The normalized _ is then obtained by
dividing all values of _ by _,, = I. 3. The normalized values are
v
plotted in Figure VI-9 against T/T R and are given in column 9 of
Table II.
In comparing the display pictures and cross scans from the two
scanners, it should be noted that in the thermionie device current is
exponentially dependent on work function s while in the photoelectric
device it is linearly dependent. For example_ if a two-to-one current
variation is observed in the thermionic scanner, when operating in the
range of ll00°K (Z eV) the corresponding change in _ (from the Richard-
son equation) is 0o 07 eV. For the photoelectric scanner we may use
Figure VI-7 to determine the change in the amount of incident energy
effective in bringing about a directly proportional change in photo-
electric current, If we examine the change in ordinate as we vary
the abscissa from Z. 0 to 2. 07 we find the change to be about 4%. This
may be compared with the two-to-one (or I00%1 change in current
in the thermionic scanner°
The 4% change in the photoscanner is easily swamped by noise
and other stray effects. The detail obtained is thus very much greater
with the thermionic scanner than with the photoelectric device.
Distributions of Work Function Typical Calculation
A cross scan represents a slice of the test surfaee_ and, if any
one slice is assumed to be typical of the whole surface, a work function
distribution calculation based on a single scan can be said to approximate
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that of the whole surface° Based upon examination of many cross scans and
many display photos this assumption is deemed reasonable.
By relating relative current to work function, each cross scan becomes
a plot of _ vs position° The values of _ are then used to prepare bar
charts such as those of Figure VI-.10° From the _-vs-position plot, areas
corresponding to small increments of work function (0. 2 eV) are summed
for the cross section. The resulting sums are converted to a decimal (or
normalized) by dividing by i00 and plotted as a horizontal line over the
range of work function chosen° The objective of this type of plot is to give a
picture of the range and distribution of the work function as the temperat_ires
(surface_ reservoir and additive) are changed° Figure VI-10 illustrates a
series of bar plots for a range of T/T R values. Only results from the
thermionic scanner were used for these plots;, since its greater resolution
and exponential dependence on work function produced a greater amplitude
range and more clearly defined results° The results shown here indicate a
strong variation of work. function across the scan and a change in that distri-
bution with emitter temperature°
No attempt was made to perform the same type of analysis for the non-
additive case but a visual comparison of several cross scans for additive
and non-additive operation leaves no doubt of the change from uniform to
non-uniform emission as a result of the additive° (For example in Appen-
dix B, compare cross scan #41 with #71 and cross scan #45 with #95.)
The uniformity of runs #i through #48 is apparently characteristic ol
the nominally single-crystal tungsten where no additive effect, is present°
;:-'Theoriginal data for all of these runs is not included in Appendix Bo Copies
are on file at the Lewis Research Center and at Thermo Electron°
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C. Data Analysis
The raw data obtained has been processed according to the methods
discussed in the foregoing paragraphs. In the remainder of this section
these data will be nre.qer, t_ _ _l,m,-o_ rize__ form.
Photoelectric Data
All tests in the photoelectric scanner used the Mo surface. When
construction was completed an extremely low leadthrough resistance
(20 fl) had developed, apparently from deposits formed during outgassing.
The resistance of the guard ring to ground, however, was high enough
to allow data to be taken. Because of the long path length for electrons
and the resultant lowered collection efficiency near the center of the
test surface, all patterns from the device showed reduced output from
this region. Comparison of patches could be made accurately only
between neighboring areas° A photograph of a display is shown in
Figure VI-11, and, although the resolution is poor and the noise level
high, some grain structure can be discerned. By carefully filtering
the output signal and taking repeated slow scans on the X-Y plotter_
it was possible to obtain reasonably noise-free cross sca_s similar
to that shown in Figure VI-4.
Initial runs made with Cs only are plotted as curve A iv_ Figure
VI-12. These points were obtained from cross scans PM1 through
PM8, which appear in Appendix B, and are identified as "A. ':
The results of series of scans made with Tad d = 350°K_ slightly
higher than the cesium reservoir temperature (T R = 330°K) are plotted
as curve B of Figure VI-12. (These points result from reduction of
data at points corresponding to vertical lines on cross scans PM 22-261 '"
The original data for these runs is not included in Appendix B Copies
are on file at the Lewis Research Center and at Thermo Electron_
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A comparison of curve B with the cesium-only case (curve A) shows
that only a very minor change has occurred in the T/T R value at which
the maximum current (minimum 9) is recorded.
Curve C was then prodaced by performing the same analysis on
a series of cross scans (PM 27-35) taken with the additive reservoir
temperature at 400_Ko Here the peak current (minimum 91 has shifted
to much higher values of T/TR_ In fact, no minimum has yet been
reached at the upper limit of T/T R in our experiments° Curve D,
which is a result of sca__s (PM 36-43) taken with Tadd = 500°K, shows
a maximum carrent (minimum 9) at T/T R = l. 95, which is a lower
value of T/T R than the cesium-only case°
It should be noted here that the value of relative current is of
no significance, but the important feature is the value of T/T R at which
each curve peaks°
In Figure VI-13, all of the curves of Figure VI-12 have been con-
verted to a relative work-function scale and normalized to a valae of
one (I) for the minimum work-function point, In this normalization,
an approximate value of l o 3 eV was chosen for 9rain based on data
obtained from the converter studies°
These results were taken as indicative of a trend which could
be expected as additive pressure is varied. No attempt was made to
correlate it in a direct manner with other factors, io eo bare work
function or crystal orientation. It was also tacitly assumed that_ since
the point on the surface (or position on the cross scan) was rar_domly
chosen, the same kind of trend would be exhibited elsewhere on the
surface° However, limitations of time and funds make it impossible
The original data for these runs is not included in Appendix Bo Copies
are on file at the Lewis Research Center and at Thermo Electron_
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to check this by additional reduction of data. Such work is recommended
for future programs.
Thermionic Data
Tungsten
The nominally single-crystal tungsten test surface was examined in
the thermionic scanner in the first tests. The initial runs described in an
earlier chapter have been reproduced for comparison with those obtained
after the admission of CsF additive to the device° Figures VI-14_ VI-15,
II-2, and II-3 illustrate the changes in surface patterns as surface tempera-
ture and additive pressures are varied. At a surface temperature (T) of
1280 °K and a cesium temperature (TR) of 425 °K, the work function is com-
paratively uniforms as seen in Figure II-20 When the additive is introduced,
the central region shifts to a significantly higher work function, as shown by
the darker shadow in Figure VI-14o At higher additive pressure (Figure II-3),
this shift is more pronounced and the area more restricted. It should also be
noted that_ at lower surface temperatures_ where the Rasor Plots for differ-
ent bare-surface work function values approach each other, the patterns are
much more uniform. This may be observed by comparing Figure VI- 15 with
Figure VI-i4o Figure VI-16 shows the T/T R plots for two patches and indi-
cates their corresponding bare work functions°
Figure VI-17 shows _-vs-T/T R plots taken at 425°K cesium
and several additive temperatures. A similar plot is shown in Figure
VI-18 for 475°K cesium. These runs were all taken with only a short
soaking period of about 3 hours at operating temperatures. Under
these conditions_ the effects of the additive were quite small. Another
Of significance is the relative darkness of the portions of the figure, not
absolute brightness. These comparisons_ although more obvious in the
original photographs_ have not been reproduced in these printed reproduc-
tions.
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run was therefore made after a 16-hour soak at additive temperature.
During this period the emitter was maintained at a low temperature
(870°K) and heated only during the run.
The additive curves of Figure VI-19 compare this data
with the cesium-only condition. The additive has now caused a pro-
nounced shift in the position of the minimum work function to lower
T/T values.
R
Figure VI-19 also illustrates the shift obtained when sur-
face temperature is held constant and TIT R is varied by changing the
cesium reservoir temperature. The available temperature range is
small, however, and with this technique the work functions in the high
range cannot be obtained,
A distribution function olot of the CsF without an over-
night soak is shown in Figure VI-10. The two peaks corresponding
to the bright and dark areas of Figure VI-15 can be clearly seen in
the cases corresponding to higher work function valueso Figure
VI-20 is a distribution function plot for a lower Cs temperature,
425°K, and shows behavior similar to that of Figure VI-10, but with
greater resolution and work function spread, No attempt was made
to draw similar plots for the cesium-only case since, as mentioned
under the previous section (Photoelectric Scanning}, cross scans of
this emitter for the cesium-only condition are essentially uniform°
-':-" The data of Figure VI-10 comes from cross scans NOSo 167, 169,
171, 173, 175 and 177,
-'l-'-'l-" The two peaks merge, however, as the minimum work fcauction
value is approached, as expected from the Rasor theory,
**-':-" The data of Figure VI-20 comes from cross scans Noso i02, 104,
106, 108, 110, 112, ll4and 116 (not included inAppendixB)_
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Some difficulty with resolution at low currents was encoun-
tered, particularly after long soaking periods, This occurred because
the collector emission tended to increase after soaking (possibly as a
result of a lowering of collector work function). Collector emission
then became a large fraction of the current collected at the probe and
caused a significant drift as the collector went through small variations
in temperature, In order to improve the signal-to-stray-current ratio,
higher cesium pressure and test surface temperature were required,
and the higher cesium pressure caused a decrease in resolutiono
A special experimental technique was adopted to cope with
this problem. Data at lower pressures was obtained only at the cen-
tral point of the surface with the deflecting fields inoperative. By
switching the accelerating electric field on and off, while plotting probe
current versus time, the stray current could be separated from the
central test surface current.
Since this procedure is time-dependent, the introduction
of another variable (position), which would have been necessary to
accomplish cross-scanning, was not possible without confusing the
two effects. For this reason, cross-scanning was dropped. Much of
the long-soak data was of this type.
Molybdenum
The Mo test surface was removed from the photoscanner
and metallurgically examined, as described in Chapter VIII, The test
surface was then incorporated into the thermionic scanner for further
testing, Figure VI-21 illustrates the display patterns obtained on
this material. Note the similarity of Figure VI-22, an enlarged
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display of the central region_ to Figure VI-II from the photoscannero
Because of the large grain structure, the individual crystals in the
surface can be observed and matched with those obtained from the
metallograph, as can be seen by comparing Figures VI-2Z and VI-23°
In Figure VI-24 there is a pronounced pattern of concentric rings.
These are due to a plasma effect which is dependent upon the acceler-
ating electric field° At low fields, Figure VI-21, the pattern is not
apparent.
The reso1ation in these pictures degrades as the Cs pres=
sure is increased and improves as the magnetic fields are increased.
Figure VI-25 at T R = 475°14, compared with Figure VI-2Z at TR= 390°K,
shows this decreased resolution. In Figure VI-26 both the Cs pressure
and the main magnetic field have been increased, but there is still a net
loss. A still larger field_ Figure VI-27_ illustrates the improved
resolution_ In each case where the field has been increased_ the deflect-
ing currents were held constant_ thereby reducing the deflection angle
and swept area and magnifying the di.spla,/ picture,
Cross scans oi thi,-_surface with Cs only nre shown Jn
Figures VI-28 and VI-fi9. Fig_ire VI-28 at T R = 395°14 consists of
a series of plateaus, each of which corresponds to a traverse across
an individual grain, Figure VI-Z9 at T R = 475°K illustrates the loss
of resolution at the higher cesium pressure and show's only the general
shape seen in Figure VI-28_ but none of the detail, Figure VI-30 is a
T/T R plot at T R = 425°K for a dark and light area, location_s A and B
on Figure VI-28° The minimum work function is Io7 eva and there is
a difference of about 0o 07 eV over most of the T/T R range° Also
illustrated in this figure is a curve for T = 475°Ko This c°_rve was
R
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shifted downward as the cesium pressure was raised°
Admission of additives to the device was then accomplished
by cracking the metallic additive capsule and raising the reservoir
temperature. The curve indicated by the ._n,,nro._ in W_a_l_, vT_nn =_,,,,_
the work function produced with an additive reservoir temperature of
600°K and a Cs reservoir temperature of 400°K. The deviations from
the Cs-only curves are not large enough to be significant. Another run
made with a similar additive temperature and higher Cs pressure is
shown by the circles in this figure. Again there is not a significant
effect apparent.
The cross scans and display photographs, Figures VI-31
and VI-32, taken under these conditions, illustrate similar patterns to
those obtained earlier with Cs only_ except for a darkening of the cen-
tral region caused by stray collector emission. These currents arise
because of the relatively high collector temperatures required to
prevent condensation of the additive vapor on the collector surface.
Since this current is also deflected toward the probe by the sweeping
magnetic fields, a dip in total probe current occurs near the center of
the patterns. In Figure VI-31 this effect appears as the slope of the
base line. This base line, irrespective of its shape, is the equivalent
of a horizontal base line and is used in exactly the same manner when
reducing the data. The same phenomenon occurred during tests involving
the tungsten surface and is shown in Figure VI-33.
During the additive experiments using the molybdenum sur-
face, difficulties were experienced with the control of the cesium pres-
sure due to the restricting orifice in the tubulation. This is illustrated
VI-15
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by examining Figure VI-30, In this figure a comparison of the square
symbols, which were the result of operation at T R = 400°K_ with the
open circles, which were the result of operating at T R = 424°K, gives
an apparent difference. However, if the data of the open circles is
replotted_ using 400°K instead of 424°14, the results are identical to
the previous 400°K points (sqaares)o This supports the concl:asion
that the change of cesium reservoir temperature did not change the
cesium pressure in the scanner chamber°
Before the conditions inhibiting cesium pressure control
could be corrected, the thin-_'all sleeve which supports the test s_r-
face developed a crack, and testing had to be discontinued_ Thus
equilibrium experiments could not be performed, and conclusive
additive data was not obtained for the molybdenum surface under
thermionic scanner conditions.
Examination of the results obtained with the molybdenum
surface in the photoelectric scanner and of the data resulting from
operation of the tungsten surface in the thermionic scanner lead to
the prediction that, upon attainment of equilibrium, the molybdenum
surface in the thermionic scanner would also show improved perform-
ance potential° It is therefore recommended that f_ture programs
include such experiments°
D. Interrelation of Emission Data and Metallurgy
The large grain size and irregular grain shape made it possible
to match the thermionic emission map of the surface and its appearance
under an opticalmicroscope0 A composite metallographic picture, an
emission _aap, a sketch of the grains, and a cross scan are shown in
Figure II- 1,
;:_All cross scans of the molybdenum surface were made along this same
diameter°
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Several important features of the patterns are evident from this
figure. Within each grain the emitted current is uniform, as indicated
by the flatness of the plateaus in the cross scan and the constant bright-
ness in the display pictures. The darkening of grain boundaries on the
emission map and the dips in the cross scan caused by low emission in
these regions correspond to similar patterns appearing on the metallo-
graph. The reduced emission areas correspond to areas denuded of
surface precipitates, near the boundaries. Dark spots such as those
appearing on grain No. 5 show up in both the emission and optical
pictures, indicating that they are a feature of the grain, and they are
believed due to a local contamination. Figure VI-34, a 75 x metallo-
graph, illustrates the spotted grain identified by the arrow on the
emission map in Figure II-1. These features and the width and geomet-
rical form observed with the scanner correlate closely with those
observed on the metallograph. Therefore it is clear that the shape of
the pattern is the same on the thermionic map and metallograph, and
emission is definitely related to the grain configuration.
As discussed in Chapter VIII, Lau_ photographs were taken of
each of eight grains along the cross scan° Usi!:g these photographs
it is possible to assign an angle to each grain, which represents the
angle between the (110 > pole and the grain normal and therefore is
a measure of the misorientation of the grain surface with respect to
the ( 110 > plane. These angles are tabulated, with calculations of
work function for the corresponding grains in Table III0 In Chapter
VIII the data of Table III is discussed in detail°
Two other observations can be made from the Lau_ patterns.
The patterns are in each case quite simple, and can be interpreted
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TABLE Ill
COMPARISON OF GRAIN ORIENTATION AND WORK FUNCTION
Mo Test Surface
T E = 790°K
TR = 390"K
T/TR: z.o
Grain Number
4
1
6
Z
3
5
8
Orientation of
(Ii0> pole
to surface normal
23.5
20.5
18
16.5
12
Ii
1.5
Work Function
eV
1.65
I.67
1.65
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.61
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as coming from only one grain. This means there are no concealed
grain boundaries for, if there were, the Lau_ pattern would show two
#
complete sets of spots, one for each grain. Furthermore, the Laue t
spots are sharD. This means the _rains show little substructure ¢thev
are in a well annealed condition}. They do not have small local varia-
tions in orientation, which might be too small to produce two sets of
Lau_ spots, but would smear out the existing spots. This uniformity
of structure within the grain is reflected as a uniformity of emission
in the scanner.
Therefore we can conclude that, although emission is a surface
phenomenon, it is affected by the underlying crystal orientation.
;_ This is confirmed by the regularity of the array of precipitate particles
in each grain. (See Figure VIH-6. )
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Figure VI- 1. Typical Thermionic Scanner Display Photograph 
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CHAPTER VII
NON-EQ UILIBRIUM EFFECTS
A. General
The experiments under this program as well as those of an earlier one
1
using converters _ .._ _ ..... ,_.**u _
..a ........s,,v,,_ e_ e are iL-r,portant time dependent processes
involved in the additive effects. Two types of behavior were evident: a long
range effect occurring when additives were introduced into the test vehicle; and
a short term process appearing whenever surface temperature and therefore
additive coverage was changed.
Because practical converters are essentially steady state devices it is
important that equilibrium data be used in their design. A knowledge of the
various time constants and their temperature dependence will be a great aid
in establishing the requirements for the attainment of equilibrium in the
experimental work. In addition this information will provide further insight
into the physical phenomena _.nvolved in the action of the additives on a thermi-
onic surface.
The short term effects observed in the thermionic scanner indicate that
even better performance can be realized under special conditions. During
transient changes a very pronounced temporary lowering of surface work
function was observed. If conditions which maintain this change can be
established in an operating converter, substantially improved performance
can be realized. An understanding of the phenomena occurring will be a
great aid in determining the required conditions.
I. Additive Converter Studies, Technical Documentary Report No. APL-TDR-
64-Z, January, 1964. TEECO No. 35 -64.
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B. Induction Time Phenomena
The use of additives in test vehicles, either scanners or converters, has
shown that there are long time delays between the introduction of the additive
(raising its reservoir temperature} and the appearance of an effect in the
characteristic of the diode. Relatively long soaking periods I>10 hours} have
been required before the device characteristics stabilized. The work performed
on these scanners has further pointed out the features of this behavior.
In the photoelectric scanners at temperatures up to 400°K_ there appeared
to be no significant delay effect_ as shown by the fact that a single curve° G_
of Figure VI=12 was formed by the composite of data taken after 3 hours and
24 hours at temperature.
Before any further changes were obtained, however_ an overnight soak
at temperature was requ__red. Once the additive reservoir had been raised
to a high temperature {approximately 500°K)_ a very significant lag time
became apparent in that even several days after the temperature had been
reduced to 350°K, the characteristics did not return to their original 350°K
level. This is demonstrated by curve G of Figure VI_I2 which was taken at
Tad d - 300°K.
Similar delays were observed with the thermionic scanner. Tests with
additive reservoir temperatures of 500°K and 600°K did not show significant
changes from those with Cs only _Figure VI-18}. After an overnight soaking
period, the results shown in Figure VII_I were obtained with the T/T R at
minimum q5having shifted from 2.0 to I. 8. Once sufficient induction time
had been allowed through the use of the long soaking period_ an important
reduction shift in the T/T R curve was achieved. This result is extremely
important to converter design and operation and deserves considerable atten-
tion in future experiments.
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C. Short Term Effects
The interaction between the work function of the metal surface and the
additives takes place by means of the adsorption of the CsF on the surface.
ChanEeg 4n fempg_-nfurp nr a.dd4flvg pl-_sqvo xtzill i q f_'__.rp_; e_n,!=_e eh_9_ggs
in the adsorption and desorption rates, thereby varying the coverage on the
surface. In general, systems with this sort of physical adsorption have a
rate and temperature dependence described by the Arrhenius equation:
K = A exp _-
where: K is the adsorption or desorption reaction rate; A, a frequency
factor; E the activation energy; R, the gas constant; and T, the absolute
a
temperature. A knowledge of the parameters in the equation will enable the
calculation of time constants under various conditions and help to delineate
the requirements for the establishment of equilibrium.
The activation energy may be evaluated by rewriting the e.tuation after
taking the logarithm of both sides:
E
a
InK = lnA - _
RT
Differentiating with respect to 1/T gives:
E
d lnK a
d I/T R
The slope of a plot of InK versus 1/T will thus determine E . Assuming
a
the change in ¢ is proportional to the number of adsorbed atoms, a rate k
can be determined from the variation in ¢ with time. This procedure was
carried out for CsF on the tungsten surface. All time constant experiments
were conducted at a CsF reservoir temperature of 720°K.
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Figure VII-2 illustrates the short time variations by showing the work
function changes produced during a time and temperature cycle.
Starting at 930°K and T/T R of 2.2, cross scans were taken at succes_
sively lower surface temperatures unt_l the value of T/T R for minimum work
function was passed. About 15 minutes was allowed at each point to stabilize
the readings. This data is presented as points 192 to 197. After soaking at
the last point (745°K) for 30 minutes, the surface was rapidly heated to 800°K
and a cross scan (point 198) taken. As the surface soaked at this temperature,
the current gradually decreased. This corresponds to the work function
increase indicated by the dotted i__ne to point 200, which is the steady-state
value reached after 30 minutes.
Work function changes with time produced by additive adsorption are
plotted in Figure V_loo3 for several different surface temperatures. These
curves were determined by subjecting the test surface to a long soak at
700°K and then to rapid heating to the indicated temperatures. The current
decay described above was recorded on a strip chart as shown in Figure VH-4.
To eliminate drift the accelerating electric field was shut off perlodically
producing a set of zero reference pips. The work function change required
to produce this decay was then calculated for use in plotting Figure VH=3.
From each of these curves a rate constant,_ k0 can be determined assu:m_ng
the change in _ is proportional to the number of adsorbed atoms. These
I000
three values are then plotted in Figure VII-5 vs. T . The activation
energy for the adsorption of CsF on tungsten for this process is thus 2.2 eV
from the slope of this line.
The time characteristics of the test surface also depend upon the parti-
cular region of the surface_ as is evident in the cross scans of Figures V]I-6_
VII-7 and VII=8. All had ll00°K surface temperature and represent portions
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of a time cycle. The original scan, Figure VII-6_ was taken after a prolonged
soaking to achieve equilibrium. The surface was then cooled slowly to 750°K
while taking other scans. Rapid reheating to ll00°K produced the cross scan
of Figure VII-7. In this scan the pronounced dip apparent in Figure VII-6 has
disappeared. After soaking at this temperature for about 30 minutes, followed
by a 5 minute period at about 1200°K, the scan in Figure VII-8 was obtained.
The dip has now returned.
This evidence indicates a significantly different response between the
central and the outer portions of the surface, and illustrates a previously
unsuspected selectivity in the additive adsorption process. This central
region was similar to the remainder of the tungsten surface both in terms
of morphology and orientation. The differences that did exist are described
in Chapter VIII. No correlation was possible, however, between the behavior
of the central portion of the emitter with the additive and its metallurgical
nature. (Data from this central region of the scans illustrated were used for
the activation energy calculation described above. )
The physical or chemical changes associated with or responsible for the
work function changes observed in the experiments described above are quite
complex. It is expected that several years of intense research in surface
physics will be required before a satisfactory model can be obtained for the
refractory metal -Cs _CsF system.
Neither a detailed physical model nor the postulation of a specific reaction
are prerequisite to a thermodynamic analysis such as the one just described.
The conditions that are necessary for this treatment to be valid are:
a) Static or dynamic equilibrium exists when measurements
are performed.
b) Work function is linearly dependent on the concentration of
atoms taking part in the reaction.
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The analysis, of course, does not yield any information on the detailed
or microscopic structure of the surface; a quantum-;mechanical treatment
is necessary for that. What the thermodynamic treatment accomplishes is
to allow the prediction of the behavior of the system under conditions other
than those used in the experiments. Specifically_ knowledge of the activation
energy can be used to compute the time required for equilibrium at higher
or lower surface temperatures, perhaps under conditions which result in
time-constants too fast or too slow for direct experiment. This is accom-
plished through the use of the Clausius_C!apeyron equation.
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CHAPTER VIII
METALLURGICAL ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM
Introduction
A careful analysis of this program reveals that the fundamental problem
under examination is the effect that the adsorption of an additive on an elec-
trode surface has on the work function of the surface. Since the adsorption
is a strong function of the surface morphology, a sound attack upon the problem
requires that the surface be defined and stabilized to the greatest possible
degree. This documents the preparation and stabilization of the test surfaces
and the techniques used for examining and defining the morphology of the sur-
faces and the changes which occur under specific types of treatment.
The correlation of emission with surface morphology has already been
described in Chapter VI.
A. Preparation of Surfaces Studied
Tungsten (W3) - a half-inch diameter disc of tungsten was cut and electro-
polished, and then lightly etched in alkaline potassium ferricyanide. Three
non-symmetricalnotches were made at the edge. A comprehensive set of
photographs of the surface was taken and the piece was vacuum fired for ten
minutes at 2000°C. After additional photographs, the emitter was outgassed for
fourteen hours at 1850°C. It was then welded to a molybdenum ring which was in
turn welded to a tantalum thin-walled sleeve and thus c0i_nected to the rest of the
assembly. The tungsten used was nominal (110) single crystal, containing
several sub-grains misoriented by varying amounts with respect to the nominal
orientation. When etched., these grains developed different surfaces - see
Figures VIII-1 and.VIII-2. It was hoped that subsequent differences detected in
VIII- 1
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thermionic emission might be correlated with these different surfaces°
After operation in a thermionic scanner, the emitter was extracted and
rephotographed - see Figures VIII-3 and ViII_4. (Considerable scratching of
the emitter visible on Figures VIII-3 was caused during removal of the emitter
from the diode.) The changes are much as would be expected from past experi-
ence, and are discussed in Section B.
Molybdenum (MI) - A short piece was cut from I/2" bar Stock and
machined into a cup whose outer flat face was the emitting surface. This had
a machined finish. The part was then fired in vacuum for one hour at 2200aC,
to establish a large grain size which would not alter during further heat treat_
ment. The cup was welded to a tantalum spacer and further assembled_ and
carefully photographed. Again, three unsymmetrical notches were made in the
edge, to aid in correlating metallographs and scanner pictures° One of these
notches appears in Figure VIII_5. Figure VIII-6 at 310x shows a grain boundary,
traces of tooling marks, smoothed by the heat treatment, and a network or array
of markings which is discussed further in Section B.
The specimen was operated in the photoelectric scanner_ and removed
and photographed. Figure VIII-7 can be compared with VIII_5 and shows
results of arcing on the surface. The arcing occurred while attempts were made
to raise the lead resistance by applying a high voltage during the operation of the
photoelectric scanner.
This emitter was later operated in the thermionic scanner.
B. Observation of Surfaces
i. Tungsten - It is found that the thermal stability of the surfaces, and
the changes which occur thereon during prolonged heat treatment are consistent
VIII-2
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with the theoretical results described in References I andZ. Briefly, the
factors determining the shape taken up by a surface at a temperature where the
atoms are mobile are as follows:
a. Surface free energy, which, zn the simplest case, tends to a minimum
represented by a plane surface. If the free energy varies with crystal-
1 ...... 1-I .... -_ ___.,L_ Z.-* _ _ .,L1 .... 1 _ 1
_ug_-ap_1_u UXL=aLaLIUh_ L_= minit-nu,_i energy _nay be acnlevea by a poly-
hedral surface instead of a plane. The total free energy of a surface
is given by
n
A i3_i,
i=l
where A is the area of plane surface with specific surface free energy
n
7n. It is possible for an increase in A to be more than compensated
for by a decrease in % This may occur on a surface which is slightly
misoriented with respect to a low-energy plane and and breaks up into
large areas of low-energy planes connected by small areas of higher-
energy planes. This process has been observed to occur on several
metals heated in vacuum and is known as thermal faceting. A special
form of faceting is seen in Figure VIII-2, where a selective etch has
attacked tungsten of approximately (If0> orientation. Large areas of
(ii0> surface, connected by small areas of complex planes_ may be
observed. In the present work, any variation in free energy with
orientation appears to be dominated, at least on a visible scale, by
1. "Metal Surfaces ® Structure, Energetics & Kinetics" Ed. W. Ao Robertson
& N. A. Gjostein, A.S.M. Seminar Report, 1963.
2. W. W. Mullins, J. AppI. Phys. 28 333 (March 1957)and 3. AppI. Phys.
30 77 (Jan. 1959).
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radius effects as the driving force for the transport mechanism.
bo Ghemical potential_ _, which depends on the local curvature K of the
surface, according to the relation _(K) = I<i_0_where _ = surface free
energy p_Uoao and f_ = a_omic volume (Reference 3).
Under the influence of one or the other of these forces, the mobile atoms will
tend to form a surface of minimum energy, with the following transport mech-
anisms operating_
i° Surface diffusion
2o Volume diffusion
3o Evaporation
40 Viscous flow
Viscous flow is probably insignificant, but the balance of the other factors
depends on the temperature considered° At diode operating temperatures
evaporation is insignificant even into a live vacuum, and will be even less
significant in a cesium-containing system° Volume diffusion coefficients are
many orders of magnitude smaller than those for surface diffusion°
.Thus all but surface diffusion may be eliminated as possible transport
mechanisms in this work°
The radius and surface diffusion effects discussed above are illustrated
by the rounding of corners and angles and the development of convex lips at
the edges of etch pits° Figures VIII-9, -i0, -ii, and -12 show this sort of
change on both (If0) and (100) crystal faces of tungsten° The convex lip
3. C. Herring, Physics of Powder Metallurgy, McGraw Hill, 1951o
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effect is a definite characteristic of surface diffusion° The original surface
of Figure VIII-2 was developed by a selective etch, which converted the ap-
proximate (ll0) surface into perfect (If0) sections connected by steps of
complex plane. A slight difference in orientation across the boundary in the
figure accounts for the different proportions of perfect (ii0)and complex
step on the two sides. None of the scanner pictures in Figures VI-14, -15,
II-2 and -3 can be correlated with the photomicrograph of the tungsten sur-
face (Figure VIII-13)o This may be due to the fact that most of the surface
consists of (if0) faces (with small variations in the proportion of the com-
plex plane_) which are responsible for almost all of the emission° Thus the
small varying contributions of the complex plane are beyond the resolution of
the instrument. For example, the group of three small patches, seen on
Figures VIII-1 and VIII-3, is not visible in the scanner pictures, although
their physical dimensions are probably within the resolving powers of the
instrument° We thus conclude that, although small variations in the propor-
tions of (II0) and complex planes are readily visible under the microscope,
corresponding differences in emission are not resolved by the scanners, since
the change in (ll0) area per unit area is minute° "
None of the above explains, however, why certain scanning pictures do
show patches.
It should be noted here that the tungsten surface (W3) was badly scarred
during removal from the scanner. The result may be observed in Figure VIII-30
2. Molybdeum -- The grain boundaries in the mo test surface were quite
stable during operation, Figures VIII-5, -6, -7 and -8, and changes in surface
morphology are again only those that would be expected to occur on the ma-
chined surface° Some cratering occurred during accidental arcing° The most
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interesting observations concern the array of markings on the surface (see
Figures VIII-6 and -8)° Similar markings have been observed widely (Ref0 4),
without satisfactory explanation. Experiments at Thermo Electron have
shown that (i) a light polish with alumina which removes the original surface
does not remove all traces of the arrays, and (2) a very oblique section through
a surface (made on a 2 ° angle-lapping jig) shows that the markings persist be-
low the surface, decreasing in frequency with increasing depth° The markings
are found on commercial Mo heated in the temperature range 1400-1900°C in
vacuum° The results are the same whether the vacuum is obtained by oil diffu-
sion pumps or getter ion pumps.
Mo is known to form Mo2C and Mo2N as well as the volatile oxide MoO 3
and a much less volatile oxide MoO20 Other examples are known of an oriented
precipitate formed in a refractory metal by contamination; eog. , Ta20 5 on
(100) planes in Ta. It is suggested, therefore, that the markings are the
traces on the surface of platelets of precipitated MoO 2 in the bulk. It is not
perfectly clear where the oxygen in the precipitate comes from; it could con-
ceivably be the traces of oxygen {generally 2-20 ppm) in the bulk material,
which for some reason is redistributed as MoO 2 precipitates near the sur-
face. It could also be picked up from the environment during heat treatment°
Analysis of these alternatives is beyond the scope of this work°
Supporting evidence for the precipitate hypothesis is that there is fre-
quently a precipitate-free zone along the boundaries of grains (see Figure VIII-5),
suggesting that here the oxygen forms a grain boundary precipitate_ not visible
o See, for example, E00. S0 Final Report #3410, dated 25 Oct° 1963, on
Contract NAS3-2529, Sections 2 & 3, and Pratt 8< Whitney Aircraft Report
#PWA2306, dated 15 Feb° 1964, on Contract NAS3-2527, Figures 19 and 200
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as platelets. The alternative suggestion, of thermal etching as the cause of
the markings (Ref. 4) does not explain the absence of markings in such a
wide band along the grain boundaries. The changes in appearance between
Figures VIII-6 and VIII-8 are explained by the fact that the temperature of
photoelectric operation, in the range lO0°C to 600°C, Cs reduces MOO2,
and the oxygen transferred from the emitter to the Cs probably comes to
rest in the Cs reservoir which is the coolest part of the diode, leaving the
emitter cleaner at the end of the photoelectric operation than at the start, At
the higher temperatures of Lhermionic operation the situation is reversed so
that Mo reduces CsO0 Figure VIII-14, which shows how the free energies
of formation of the various oxides change with temperature, explains the re-
versal (Refo 5!o
Figures VIII-15 and VIII-16 are included here for completeness, although
they are of relatively little value to the surface study, due to heavy contamina-
tion. The contamination occurred during thermionic scanning and tends to ob-
scure any surface effects which may have resulted from this operation_
C. X-Ray Analysis
The thermionic work function of a surface is known to vary with its crys-
tallographic orientation. A close-packed surface, with a maximum number of
metal atoms per unit area, has its electrons tightly bound, and therefore has a
high bare work function. It also has more sites for cesium ions to adsorb, and
a low cesiated work function. The closest-packed plane for the body centred
°, Since this report was drafted, Dr0 Co N0 Reid, while with the Metal Science
Group at Battelle Memorial Institute, has established that this precipitate ob-
served on Mo is in fact the carbide, Mo2C (TAIME 233 _Apr 651, 834_: Our
conclusion aboul the marklngs be:ng due to a precipitate :s substantiated, but
the surmise that it was MoO 2 _,as wrong_
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cubic metals Moand W is the (If0) face° The (I00) face has 71% and the
(211) face only 58% as high an atomic density as the (ll0)° Surfaces oriented
close to (ii0) have somewhat lower atom densities. In an attempt to relate
the results of the thermionic scanner with the crystal orientation of the grains
P
scanned, a set of Laue back reflection x-ray photographs were taken of num-
bered grains on the cross scan. The numbers refer to those appearing on the
metallograph portion of Figure II-1 and duplicated in the scanner picture,
cross scan and outline picture of the same figure°
-A Laud photograph is taken with a beam of highly collimated "white"
x-rays incident on only one grain. The array of atoms in that grain reflects
the x-rays selectively onto photographic film, forming a pattern of spots
which has the same symmetry relations about its centre as the atoms have
about the x-ray beam in the crystal° With a little experience, it is possible
to identify spots on the photograph with the poles of planes in the crystal_
ThaL is to say, if the surface of the grain in the (cubic) crystal is approxi-
mately a (ll0) plane, the spot on the film corresponding to the (ll0) pole
will be found near the centre of the film0 Quantitative information about the
angles between the grain pole (or normal) and the incident x-ray beam can
be extracted from the photograph using a Greninger chart° 'Such information
for the above grains is in Table III of Chapter VIo The angles (tabulated as T)
between the (Ii0) pole and the centre of the film are a crude measure of the
misorienLaLion of the grain with respect to the (ll0) surface°
A more accurate representation of the grain orientation, which allows
the grain normal to be plotted as a point on a unit stereographic triangle, is
obtained as follows: For each grain, a stereographic projection is made, in
which the grain normal is at the centre° The important low-index poles are
plotted on this, starting with the (ll0) and (112) poles, plotted directly
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from the x-ray data° Suitable zones and poles are developed according to
standard crystallographic practice, until (100>, (llO), and (111) poles
which enclose the grain normal are all present° The position of the grain
normal is measured relative to these poles, in terms of angles. These
angles are used to plot the grain normal on a standard unit stere.ographic
triangle. The results of this are shown in Figure VIII-17, where the orienta-
tions of the ten grains which were examined are indicated on the unit triangle.
They are seen to cluster around the <ll0>pole somewhat. This is to
be expected, as the extrusion process, used to fabricate the original molyb-
deum rod from which this is a slice, induces this type of preferred orienta-
tion. They do not, however, cover the whole triangle, and points near the
<111> and (ll6) poles, which have particularly low bare work function, are
cons picuous ly mi s s ing.
The stereographic triangle plots discussed above can be used to deter-
mine the surface free energies of given grains. This can be accomplished
by making use of plots of surface energy versus position on the stereographic
projection triangle such as the one of Ref: 6, It was hoped that these energy
estimates would correlate better with the calculated cvalues than the use of
a simple angle did, but this did not prove to be the case° A simple monotonic
relationship did not exist between estimated surface energy, or simple mis-
orientation, and calculated cesiated work function, In both cases the ¢values
were found to fall into two mutually exclusive groups, centred around
¢= 1°60±0.01 and ¢= 1.66 +0.01 eV. This grouping is also apparent from
. From calculations on a second-nearest-neighbor model, supplied by
B. E. Sundquist (of U.S. Steel Coo's Fundamental Research Labs,
Monroeville, Penna. ), in accordance with the method of J° K_ Mackenzie,
A. J. W. Moore, &J. F. Nicholas, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 23 185 (1962)
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the cross scans of Chapter VI. The low work-function group contains the poles
closest to the <110> pole.
One possible explanation for this grouping is that the tendency to thermal
faceting may depend critically on orientation; so that certain grains have de-
veloped submicroscopic facets with a high mean work function, while others
have developed undetected facets exposing different low-index planes, and
having a low work function° The comparatively rough surface makes the
facets difficult to detect with optical microscopy°
A comparison of pairs of grains i _ 8, and 9 _ 10, each of whose
l
Laue photographs are reproduced, Figures VIII-18, -19, -20 and -21 re-
spectively, shows that emission behavior is closely linked to orientation with
respect to the (110) pole, rather than the (112) pole. Grain 8 emits more
than i, and has its (110> pole very close to the centre of the Laue photo;
while that of 7 is remote, The opposite is true of the <112) poles° Grain 10
is bright in the thermionic picture, while its neighbor 9 is dark; 10 has the
(Ii0) pole close to the centre of the Laue picture and the (i12) remote_
while 9 has the (112> close and the (ii0)remote.
In summary, the following conclusions can be drawn from the above_
i. The work fun ctions of the grains examined fall into two groups.
2. Despite rough surfaces and contamination, the bulk grain orientation
has a large effect on the emission°
3. Proximity of the grain surface to a (110) plane rather than any other
low-index plane, determines the cesiated work function°
The confused appearance of the emitter surface after thermionic scanner
operation appeared to be due to contamination, and so an x-ray powder photo-
graph was taken of the surface° This showed a number of fairly intense lines
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not due to the Mo substrate. However, even with a considerable effort, the
additional lines could not be attributed to any Mo compound or other obvious
material. This may have been because the process of indexing lines on the
powder pattern requires knowledge of their relative in[ensities in a fine-
grained polycrystalline sample, and the intensities found here, for an oriented
ipi we_ ,, • ^1 __ _ ,.....pzec tare in lv[o, may ..... have been misleading. _ is _._v, , however, *_'_*
there was some contamination present. In the light of the comments in Sec-
tion B of this chapter, on arrays of markings in Mo, it is felt that the con-
tamination was probably MoO 2, and additional experiments to elucidate this
are anticipated. As mentioned in Chapter VI, Section D, there are also local
spots of contamination which show up on the thermionic maps.
We wish to acknowledge the expert assistance of the staff of Advanced
Metals Research, Inc. , of Burlington, Massachusetts, in taking and inter-
!
pretting the Laue photographs of individuals grains. A copy of their report
is attached as Appendix A of this report.
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64- R-  7- 122 
Figure  VIII-1. Tungsten Tes t  Surface ( W 3 ) ,  Electropolished and 
Lightly Etched, 75X 
VIII-12 
Figure VIII- 3. Tungsten Tes t  Surface ( W 3 ) ,  After  Operation, 75X 
VIII- 14 
I Figure VIII-4. Tungsten Tes t  Surface ( W 3 ) ,  After Operation, 560X 
I Figure VIII-4. Tungsten Tes t  Surface ( W 3 ) ,  After Operation, 560X 
Figure  VIII- 5. Molybdenum Tes t  Surface (Ml) After Outgassing 
Showing Supposed Precipi ta te ,  75X 
64-R- 7- 127 
Figure VIII- 6. Same a s  VIII- 5, 310X 
VIII- 16 
64-R-  7-128 
Figure VIII- 7. Molybdenum Tes t  Surface (hll) After Operation 
in  Photoelectric Scanner ,  75X 
Figure VIII-8. Same a s  VIII- 7, 310X 
64-R- 7 -  84 
Figure VIII- 9.  
64-R- 7 -  90 
Figure  VIII-10. (110) Tungsten Surface a t  1084X with Green Light 
A pair  of photographs of an etch pit before  and a f t e r  f ir ing a t  
20OO0C for 1 h r .  The first shows some s t ruc ture  on the floor 
of the pit,  c lear ly  t ts teppedl t  s ides ,  and a background made  up 
of (110) sur face  broken by sections of complex plane. The 
second picture shows marked rounding- off of a l l  s&faces while 
the general  outline of the fea tures  remains  unchanged. 
VIII- 18 
Figure  VIII- 1 1 .  Electropolished ( 100) Tungsten Etched in K3Fe(CN)6 
to Develop Square Etch  Pits with Structure  Visible on 
Sloping Sides, Photographed at 760x af ter  5 minutes 
at 2100 "C .  
VIII- 19 
Figure  VIII-12. Electropolished ( 100) Tungsten Etched in K3Fe(CN)6 
af ter  7 Hours at 2 5 5 0 ° C ,  760x. This photograph shows 
the continuing process  of smoothing of the bottom of etch 
pits,  merging of pi ts ,  and rounding of their  outlines. 
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I 
6 3- R-  12- 134 
F igure  VIII-13. Photograph of Tungsten Emi t t e r  Before Fir ing,  5x 
VI11 - 21 
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Figilre VIII-14. Free Energy of Formation of Molybdenum and
Cesium Oxides as a Function of Temperature.
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Figure VIII-15. Molybdenum Tes t  Surface (Ml) After Thermionic 
and Photoelectric Operation, 75X 
64- R -  7 -  131 
Figure VIII-16. Same A s  VIII-15, 7X 
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Figure VIII-17. Orientation of Large Grains on Molybdenum
Emitter on Unit Stereographic Triangle
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64-R-7-132 
Figure VIII-18. Laue' Back Reflection X - R a y  of Grain #1 
Test Surface (M1) 
VIII- 25 
1 Figure VIII-19. Laue' Back Reflection X-Ray of Gra in  #8 
Figure VIII-20. Laue' Back Reflection X-Ray of Grain #9 
T e s t  Surface (Ml) 
VIII- 27 
VIII- 28 
64-R-7-135 
Figure  VIII-21. Laue' Back Reflection X-Ray of Gra in  #10 
Tes t  Sur face  (Ml) 
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APPENDLX A
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Orientation Determination of Large Grains in
Polycrystalline Mo
by
ADVANCED METALS RESEARCH CORPORATION
for
One sample of polycrystalline Mo was submitted for single
crystal orientation studies. The sample consisted of large
grains of the order of one mm. in size. Ten grains were out-
lined on a photomicrograph (75x) submitted with the sample for
the purpose of obtaining their orientations with respect to the
plane of the surface. Directions designated as north, south,
east and west on the photomicrograph were maintained for the
grain orientation studies.
In addition, an x-ray diffraction pattern of the specimen
surface was taken employing a Norelco high angle diffractometer,
Ni filtered Cu radiation, scintillation counter and pulse height
analyzer.
Orientations were determined using the Laue back reflection
technique and polychromatic Cu radiation. A 1/2 mm. collimator
was employed to insure that the back reflection patterns were
obtained from single grains. Only in one case (Grain No. 7) was
a pattern obtained which was the result of the super position of
the patterns from two grains (Grains No. b and No. 7). Using the
pattern obtained from grain No. 6, it was still possible to isolate
A-3
the spots resulting from the diffraction from planes in grain
No. 7, and thus determine the orientation of this grain.
To completely fix the orientation of a grain with respect
to the plane of the surface, it is necessary to determine the
angular reiatlonship of two directions in the grain with respect
to the surface normai. For this purpose the <ll0> and <_ll>
directions were chosen.
Fig. i represents the angular coordinate system chosen
to define the orientation.
W c
N
• (-=,
I--
.
S
•
Fig. i Coordinate System
Specimen surface plane
corresponds to plane
of the paper.
If the specimen was rotated around the north-south axis
through an angle e, and then around the east-west direction
through an angle _, the planes normal to direction P would
then be parallel to the plane which contained the surface
prior to the rotation.
The angle between the surface normal and the <ii0 >
direction (designated as ?) is also listed in Table I.
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Table I
Grain Orientations in Polycrystailine Mo
<n0> (211>
Grain _ o _ o = o _ o
i -14.5 14.5 14.5 7.5 20.5
2 5.5 -15.5 I_.5 13 16.5
3 b _ -22 4.5 12
4 * -22.5 7 7 12.5 23.5
5 -ii -2 i._ -29.5 iI
6 15 -i0.5 -15 -14 18.5
7 3 2_ 4 -3 2_
8 O 1.5 5.5 -2_.2 1.5
9 22.5 -9 4 5 24.5
lO -5 -i 24 b 5
* Two grains contributing strongest pattern chosen.
The diffraction pattern obtained from the specimen
surface revealed the presence of an additional phase or phases.
attempts to index the pattern using the ASTM card index were
unsuccessful. Table 2 lists the data obtained from this pattern
in terms of interplanar spacing, d, and relative line intensities.
Table II
Diffraction Pattern from Mo Surface (Cu radiation)
line d I
i 2.778 7
2 2.562 49
3 2.506 31
(hkl)
- A-5
Table II (Continued)
line d I (hkl)
4 2.473 i00
5 2. 366 24
6 2. 231 28 (Ii0) :Mo
7 2.004 7
8 1.816 4
9 i. 584 17 (200) :Mo
i0 i. 403 5
ii i. 345 9
12 1.296 2
13 i. 280 7 (211) :Mo
14 i. 251 2
15 i. 235 6
16 I. 181 6
17 i. 117 9 (311) :Mo
It can be seen from the above table that the diffraction
pattern obtained from the surface contaminant was quite strong.
Contributions from this contaminant can also be seen in the
Laue back reflection photographs.
However, the pattern obtained did not correspond to any
compounds in the Mo-0, Mo-C and Mo-N systems or with any other
Mo compounds listed. Using the relative line intensities, no
other compounds could be found which corresponded to the pattern
obtained. Because of the preferred orientation present in the
sample, using relative line intensities to attempt to ioentify
the contaminant may not be sufficient, since the ASTM index is
A-6
based on relative intensities from random powder specimens.
If the contaminant is a mixture of phases, this means of
identification would also be ineffective.
Donald M. Koffman
Sheldon H. Moll,
Laboratory Director
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DESCRIPTION OF CROSS SCAN PLOTS
A cross scan is a plot of current versus position along a line across the face
of the emitter. The magnitude of the current is determined by comparison with a
known calibrating current. On each plot the calibration amplitude is indicated
either as a pair of vertically aligned points or as two parallel lines° The zero
reference is shown either as a single point or as a line which may or may not be
straight_ depending on the conditions in the device and the drift in the signal°
Figures B-I_ B-2_ and B-3 illustrate typical cross scans and have the calibra-
tion_ zero, and signal identified° In cases where there is a large difference be-
tween the magnitude of the calibrating current and that of the slgnal_ the scaling
factors are indicated on the plot. In Cross Scan #240 of Figure B-3_ for ex-
ample, the calibrating amplitude is noted as x5_ so the effective calibration cur-
rent is 5 times the actual value of 00 65 _Ao
The horizontal scale is linear with position on the test surface face° How-
ever_ because of instability in gain from scan to scan, position in a scan should
be related through the use of prominent features. The actual length can then be
expanded or contracted proportionately° Features may also be identified with
elements in the display photograph-s.
In those plots having more than one cross scan or taken at other than a cen-
tral line_ there is a location indicated: as in Figure B-2o This refers to the dc
current used to bias the scan either to the right (R) or the ]eft (L) of the display
photograph.
The scans shown in the body of this appendix are similar to these examples
and may be evaluated in the same way. The element temperatures in the scanner
vehicles are indicated on each cross scan° These runs may be grouped as follows:
B-3
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Thermionic Scanner
Tungsten Surface
Cs
Cs plus CsF
Short soak
Long soak
Molybdenum Surface
Cs
Cs plus CsF
Photoelectric Scanner
Molybdenum Surface
Cs
Cs plus CsF
Runs
29-61
71 -21Z
71 - 176
191 -212
235 -253
Z63 - 268
PMI - PM8
PMI4 - PMZl
In some cases the currents were too small to allow cross scans to be taken°
In these runs the accelerating electric field was switched on and off whzle making
a plot of current vs time° The resultant square-wave plot enabled the determina-
tion of much smaller currents by reducing drift and furnishing a zero reference°
These runs were obtained at the center only without any deflecting fields0 Runs
208 and 212 contain this type of ploto
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Photograph No.
2
3
4
i0
ll
12
13
14
15
Thermionic Scanner_ W Surface_ T s = 995 °K_ TR :--.375°K,
Cs only_ 200A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner_ W Surface, T s= 1000°K_ T R--.425°K,
Cs only_ iS0/k Main Field
Thermionic Scanner_ W Surface, T s =ll00°K, T,=425°K_
TA = 475 °K_ 175A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner_ W Surface, T s = 1 i00 °K, TR :=425 °K,
T A=475°K 175A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner, W Suriace, T s : ll05°K_ TRy: 425°K,
T A=475°K. 100A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner, W Surface, T s : 1255°K T_.=425°K_
T A_520°K 150A Main Field
Photoelectric Scanner_ Mo Surface
Thermionlc Scanner_ Mo Surface_ T s =990°K, T R=440°K_,
Cs only, 85A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner, Mo Surface_ T s =990°K, T R=440°K,
Cs only Reversed Magnetic Field
Thermlonic Scanner_ Mo Surface:. T s =990°K, T_=440°K_
Cs only_ 125A Main Field
Thermionlc Scanner, Mo Surface T s:_895°K_ T_ : 390°K
Cs only_. 100A Main Field
Thermionlc Scanner Mo Surface_ T s : 9v0 °K_ T_ = 425 °K,
Cs only.. 250A Main Field
Thermionic Scanner Mo Surface _ T s = 900 °K, T_ _:390°K
CsF, 250A Main Field
Thermionlc Scanner, Mo Surface T s =900°K_ TR::390°K:
CsF_ 100A Main Field
Thermiomc Scanner. Mo Surface T s =905°K_ T_=395°K_
CsF: 250A Main Field
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Photograph Noo
16
17
18
19
2O
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22
23
14x Metallograph of Mo Surface
14x Metallograph of Mo Surface
14x Metallograph of Mo Surface
14x Metallograph of Mo Surface
14x Metallograph of Portions of W Surface
14x Metallograph of Portions of W Surface
14x Metallograph of Portions of W Surface
14x Metallograph of Portions of W Surface
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Photograph 1. Photograph 2. 
Photograph 3.  Photograph 4. B - 2 3  
Photograph 5. 
- 1  
1 
Photograph 6. 
Photograph 7. 
B-24 
Photograph 8. 
Photograph 9. Photograph 10. 
Photograph 11. Photograph 12. 
B-25 
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Photograph 13. Photograph 14. 
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Photograph 15. Photograph lb. 
8 
Photograph 17. 
Photograph 19. 
Photograph 18. 
Photograph 20. 
B -27 
Photograph 21. Photograph 22. 
Photograph 23. 
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APPENDIX C
WIRING DIAGRAMS FOR SCANNER OPERATION
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